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CHAPTER ONE 
 


INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL ORIENTATIONS  
 


1.1  INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 


Negotiation and conflict resolution in this research refer to the way school principals  


of public schools deal with internal conflicts of interest between their subordinates  


in their respective schools.  There is no doubt that negotiation skills will become  


one of the most important skills needed by people involved in employment relations  


management.  Swanepoel (1999:64) advises that negotiation as a conflict  


resolution tool can enhance the relationship of people in any institution, if public  


school principals apply it correctly. 


 


The question to be asked is, do public school principals have these all important  


skills of negotiation to manage all sort of conflicts in their school?  It is an open  


secret that many public schools are faced with a lot of challenges brought as a  


result of a democratization of education in South Africa.  One of them is the  


capacity to resolve conflicts in a fair and just manner.  At times, this inability by  


public school principals, i.e., to resolve conflicts satisfactorily, gives rise to the  


manifestation of conflicts, to such an extent that work performance and morale are  


affected.  Then it becomes imperative for public school principals or school  


managers to be conversant with the methods and strategies to deal with conflicts. 


 


The study sought to investigate if public school principals have all the important  


skills and capacity on how to apply negotiation as a conflict resolution tool in their  


respective schools.  De Bruyn, Erasmus, Janson, Mentz, Steyn and Theron  


(2000:200) argue that: 


 


Principals are key figures in the school from an organizational perspective:  


for example, they are in direct contact with educators, community members  
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they serve and educationally relevant structures.  They have a decisive role in  


maintaining sound labour relations and organizational change.  It is thus  


crucial for educational leaders to have negotiation skills.  


 


The need for negotiation as a conflict resolution tool by public school principals is 


further stressed by Cloete (1991:282) when he says that a supervisor will regularly 


have to negotiate with representatives of other institutions or interest groups, his or 


her subordinates.  As such, principals as heads of public schools, are expected, 


among other things, to resolve conflicts through negotiation with their educators, to 


create a healthy and sound working relationship and environment. 


 


The importance of having negotiation skills by public school principals is not only 


limited to resolving conflicts per se.  Principals of public schools as school 


managers are expected also to negotiate with business people to form partnerships 


and raise donations for school development.  They are also expected to handle or 


resolve conflicts with parents of the learners, and also enter into negotiation on how 


limited resources of the schools should be maximized to the benefit of the school.  


The benefits that are derived by schools as a result of good and correct application 


of negotiations are plenty. 


 


However, despite all the good benefits associated with negotiation as an instrument  


to deal with conflict, we still witness many public schools that are struggling in this  


regard.  Struggling in areas such as securing satisfactory solutions to conflicts that 


will be acceptable to all the parties to the dispute, thereby improving the human 


relations of all connected to the school.  It is against the given background that the 


research intended to locate the underlying problems that give rise to the issues 


raised above.  As such, the research study concentrates itself on how negotiation, 


as a conflict resolution tool, is being applied in public schools by school managers. 
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1.2  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 


The Management of interpersonal relationships amongst educators has changed or  


rather is expected to be different since the democratic dispensation of 1994.  Public 


school principals and School Governing Bodies are expected to resolve conflicts 


taking place in schools through the use of negotiation.  Negotiation is a popular 


concept to most South Africans in relation to democracy.  Resolving conflicts 


through negotiation is quite a new concept for both public school principals and 


School Governing Bodies. 


 


Traditionally public school principals were the only people entrusted with the 


responsibility of handling conflicts by themselves.  In most cases, negotiation was 


hardly used.  Instead public school principals relied much on their legitimate power 


and discretion to deal with conflicts as they arose.  In other words, public schools 


principals then, used their influence to resolve conflicts the way they saw it fit, 


sometimes without any consultation to that effect. 


 


The manner in which our country is being governed has made it an essential 


requirement that managers in various organisations (public schools included) 


should and must negotiate.  In addition new education policies compel managers of 


public schools to negotiate with their sub-ordinates on all issues pertaining to the 


provision of quality education. 


 


In a way, it is through the understanding of negotiation by both public school 


principals and School Governing Bodies, that will pave the way for them to apply it 


as a tool to resolve conflicts.  If not, then it will be impossible if not difficult for both 


public school principals and School Governing Bodies to use negotiation as a 


conflict resolution tool.  
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1.3  RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 


(a) What are the methods and strategies that public school principals adopt in  


resolving conflicts in school? 


(b) What are the problems, if there are any, that public school principals  


experience or encounter in applying negotiation as a conflict resolution  


instrument? 


(c) What are the consequences of neglecting conflict resolution instruments? 


 


 


1.4  OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
 
1.4.1 General objectives 


 
Negotiation, as an integral part of school functioning, brought about as a result of  


conflict, seems to be a valuable mechanism in conflict resolution situations.  


However, school principals of public schools seem to be experiencing problems in 


applying it to handle or resolve conflicts in their institutions.  As such, the study 


aimed at investigating the underlining problems in this regard. 


 


1.4.2 Specific objectives 
The specific objectives are, namely, to:  


(a) Investigate problems that hinder public school principals to effectively and  


efficiently apply negotiation as a conflict resolution tool, and the  


consequences thereof; 


(b) Establish the methods and strategies used by public school principals in  


resolving or handling internal conflicts among their subordinates in their  


institutions; and 


(c) Contribute by proposing possible strategies that may aid public school  


principals to manage conflicts through the use of negotiation. 
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1.5  CHAPTER OUTLINE 
 


Chapter One: Introduction and Background 


It provides a detailed explanation of the background that gave rise to the research 


being undertaken.  Also, it outlines the pertinent reasons behind the research 


through the statement of the problem as well as the research questions that the 


research investigates. 


 


Chapter Two: Literature Review 


For the purpose of the research, latest books relevant to the study are reviewed.  


The information gained assisted the researcher in knowing what other scholars 


have already written about the same topic and what are the gaps, if any, which 


needed to be filled. 


 


Chapter Three: Research Methodology and Design 


The research methodology and design that was followed in carrying out the actual 


research were described.  Descriptions of the sample and target group and how 


data were gathered also covered in this chapter. 


 


Chapter Four: Data Analysis 


In analyzing the data, the researcher organized the collected data by arranging it in 


a manageable form, allowing for comparing of responses that were given by the 


respondents. 


 


Chapter Five: Conclusions and Recommendations 


This is the concluding chapter of the study.  In it, the main conclusions of the study 


are drawn and recommendations are made against the critical issues raised.  


Critical issues for further research are identified. 
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1.6  CONCLUSION 
 


The Chapter provided the general orientation of the study, through the statement of 


the problem.  Research question critical to the study were outlined.  Both the 


general and specific objectives of the study were fully discussed.  In essence, the 


chapter provident in brief the issues to be investigated in an attempt to address the 


identified problem.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 


LITERATURE REVIEW 
 


2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 


In the last ten years of democratic dispensation, public school principals were 


exposed to new ever-changing controls and regulations regarding the manner in 


which they manage their institutions.  The question ought to be asked is whether 


they are offered training and the necessary assistance by those who claim to have 


vested interest in public education, to enable them to enhance their capacity in 


applying these regulations and controls as expected from them.  The creation of a 


single national education system out of eighteen (18) fragmented education 


systems was indeed a significant milestone, which led to the passing of the South 


African School Act in 1996.  Bringing along with it the remarkable challenges faced 


by public school principals of today (new South Africa). 


 


These challenges do require that the national government through its national 


department of education and other interested groups provide in-service training for 


both the public school principals and School Governing Bodies, to enable them to 


be active agents of educationally change.  School principals of public schools who 


by chance happen to have the capacity to resolve conflicts within their institutions 


will find their work more rewarding and satisfying than their counter parts who are 


struggling to do like-wise.  The reference is being made to those public school 


principals who managed to make the expected transition from the post apartheid 


system to a democratic one, and also in the process be able to keep abreast of the 


ongoing developments related to education matters. 


 


Management experience for those who have been public school principals for a 


considerable time and the lack of it thereof might impact positively or rather 


negatively on the manner in which conflicts are dealt with.  Meanwhile public school 
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principals who are relative new might have an added advantage to those who are 


more experienced.  The reason being that through the unions, some were engaged 


in negotiations with their employers at various levels as representatives. 


 


The principal aim of the chapter is to provide concepts related to negotiation and 


conflict resolution management.  The other purpose is the provision of definitions of 


key concepts, discussion of strategies and principles (theories) of negotiation and, 


lastly, to present scientific arguments pertaining to negotiation as a tool of 


managing conflicts by different authors. 


 


2.2  DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS 
 


Reece and Brandt (1996:340) define conflicts “as [situations wherein] individuals 


striving for their preferred outcome, which, if attained, prevents others from 


achieving their preferred outcome”.  So concur Hill and Jones (1995:418) when 


they define conflict as a situation that arises when the goal-directed behaviour of 


one organizational group impedes the goal-directed behaviour of another.  


According to Swanepoel (1999:223), literature had revealed a variety of definitions 


of conflict, which, however, Pondy (1967:298), in Swanepoel (1999:323), was able 


to come out with the following summarized definitions: 


 Antecedent conditions of conflicting behaviour, that is scarcity of sources,  


policy difference; 


 Affective states, that is, stress, tension, hostility, anxiety; 


 Cognitive states of individuals, that is, their perception or awareness of  


conflicting situations; and 


 Conflict – full behaviour ranging from passive resistance to overt aggression. 


 


According to Tossi et al (1994:241), Conflict Management can be described as 


when a manager adopts a proactive role in addressing conflict situations and 


intervenes when required.  Yukl (1981:125), in Cheminais, Bayat, Van der Waldt 


and Fox (1998:269), define Conflict Management as the extent to which public 
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manager restrains subordinates from fighting and arguing, encourages them to 


resolve conflicts in a constructive manner, and helps to settle conflicts and 


disagreements between them while Kroon (1990:396) defines Conflict Management 


as the establishment of harmonious balance between conflict and co-operation. 


 


Pottas and Nieuwmijer (1992:8), in Van der Westhuizen (2003:200), aptly define 


negotiation as a way of communication process involving the different parties to the 


dispute in an attempt to arrive at a settlement by following mutually persuasive 


tactics.  Smit and Cronje (1992:347) define negotiation as a process of interaction 


(communication) between parties, directed at reaching some term of agreement 


that will hold and is based upon common interest, with the purpose of arranging 


some matter by mutual agreement. 


 


Furthermore, Schermerhorn (1996:236) and Robbins and Decenzo (2004:362) see 


negotiation as an instrument for people with opposing views to collaborate on joint 


decisions that lead to agreement.  Van Deventer and Kruger (2003:174) define 


negotiation as something that gives chance to those with common problems or 


different opinions to exchange views.  Carrel, et al (1999:480) explain the principle 


of good-faith negotiation as meaning that the people in conflict must negotiate with 


each other and make every reasonable effort (commitment) to enter into an 


agreement. 


 


Reece and Brandt (1996:347) explain the strategies as follows: 


 (a) The Win-Lose strategy.  The approach eliminates the conflict by having one  


  individual “win” over the other; 


 (b) The Win-Win strategy.  The conflict is eliminated when all parties to the  


  conflict accept a mutually solution arrived at through a step-by-step problem  


  solving process; and 


(c)  The Lose-Lose strategy.  The approach eliminates the conflict by having  


both individuals “lose” something of value to each of them. 
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Policies are often translations of the objectives of an organization in 


behavioural terms (Badenhorst, 1987:10). 


 


2.3 STRATEGIES AND PRINCIPLES UNDERPINING NEGOTIATION 
 


The presumption is being made here, that it is not the management function of the 


public school principals to establish or rather create winners and losers in the 


institutions they manage, but to build a strong working teams which are able to 


realize the goals and objectives of the institution as a collective unit.  Then it 


becomes imperative for public school principals to be more vigilant when solving 


conflicts among their educators.  In other words, public school principals need to be 


wary of strategies and principles of negotiation that enhances the relationships of 


their subordinates. 


 


Three strategies and approaches that were mostly relied upon in negotiation are 


discussed below.  Firstly, there is the Win-Lose strategy, also known as 


Competition Approach.  It is claimed that the approach is aimed at the realization of 


individuals intentions and objectives.  In other words, it pits the people in conflict 


against each other in terms of argument.  The one person who is better in arguing, 


or very vocal and at other times aggressive usually wins.  The approach instills in 


the “loser” the sense that not enough was done by the school principal to protect 


him from the “attack” directed towards him, as such the “loser” loses trust along 


towards the school principal and also tend to reject his leadership.  According to 


Human and Horwitz (1992:85), the strategy is characterized by threatening 


argumentation involving the struggle to win by the people in conflict at all cost.  In 


essence, the strategy discourages differing opinions by educators, for fear of being 


victimized. 


 


According to Reece and Brandt (1996: 347), as a public school principal, you are 


able to achieve your goals at the expense of others when relying on the Win-Lose 


strategy.  Although it may resolve the conflict on a short-term basis, it usually fails 
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dismally to address underlying causes of the problem.  The reason being that the 


perceive loser is likely going to resent the outcome of the settlement, and in 


addition the strategy sows the seed for another possible conflict that is not 


desirable at all. 


 


The strategy can only be applied in the following two principal ways: firstly wherein 


a public school principal’s word is unquestionable (autocratic leadership) or, 


secondly, wherein there is the use of majority decision (i.e., use of vote).  Thomas 


(1976:156), in Swanepoel (1999:232), suggests that the use of the Win-Lose 


strategy should be limited to the following situations: 


 When fast decisive actions are necessary.  For example in emergencies; 


 In important matters where unpopular actions should be applied.  For  


example, disciplinary actions; 


 In matters of vital importance for survival; and 


 As a protective action against somebody abusing or exploiting non- 


competitive conduct (smooth approach). 


 


It must be borne in mind that the overriding concern when applying the strategy is 


not much to maintain good human relations, but to ensure that the work gets done.   


 


Secondly, the Lose-Lose strategy, also known as smoothing, advocates the 


differences between the conflicting parties, thereby encouraging that each party to 


the conflict gives up something of value (Smit and Cronje, 1992: 382).  In using this 


strategy, one will have a situation whereby all parties to the dispute end-up being 


losers or rather winners depending on the settlement reached.  Remember, these 


are professional educated adults, who know the difference between what is right 


and wrong.  The strategy is going to impact negatively to the one that feels strongly 


that he was wrongly done.  It also sends a wrong message to the other person(s) 


that you cannot be held responsible in a truthful manner for your own actions.  So, 


the strategy needs to inculcate or rather implant trust and honesty in the school. 
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According to Reece and Brandt (1996:348), the strategy can be applied in the 


following three ways: 


(a)  Both parties involved in the conflict can be requested or persuaded to  


compromise.  In other words, each person should offer concessions to the  


effect, (i.e., give and take); 


( b)  An arbitrator, as a neutral person ,as perceived by the people to the conflict,  


might be involve, to make a ruling on how the conflict should be revolved.  In  


engaging in this way, it means that parties to the dispute should be ready to  


abide or accept the decision of the arbitrator since such decisions are only  


imposed on them; and  


(c)  Application of rules, policies and regulations can also assist in resolving  


conflicts.  It should be noted, however, that this strategy, most of the time,  


ignores the details of the issue under discussion.  However, this strategy is  


suited for conflict where the two sides to the conflict fail to reach a settlement  


or there is little time to arrive at an agreement through the application of  


discussions and mutual problem-solving. 


 


Even though it is tempting at times to engage in Win-Lose and Lose-Lose strategy, 


it was evident from their explanations that they are capable of creating “We versus 


They” attitude among the people involved in the conflict instead of a “We versus the 


Problem” approach.  The latter scenario being the desirable outcome each public 


school principal should strive for.  Both these two strategies limit both people’s 


natural ability to think creatively, as they push for their selfish view points only, that 


is, detached from the problem in terms of mutual needs and goals. 


 


Thirdly, and lastly, the Win-Win strategy, which allows differing views and 


approaches of individuals in executing their given tasks.  The strategy is in line with 


what Morgan (1986:157) observed when he said that even when people recognize 


the importance for working together as a team, sometimes the very nature of their 


prescribed activities set them on collision course.  As such, inherent in the strategy 
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is the view that conflicts are natural and healthy, which call for transparent and 


frank interrogation leading to objective integrative solutions to the dispute. 


 


The basic purpose of the Win-Win strategy is to establish the sincere reasons that 


gave rise to the conflict (problem) in the first instance, and in the process seeks to 


come out with the solution that would address the problem.  However, for the 


strategy to be able to apply at the root of the problem and be successful as such, it 


is imperative for both the people in conflict to believe that the problem before them 


would be settled on the merits of the evidence, rather than through political or 


personal influence.  The most vital role of a public school principal is to ensure that 


nobody feels threatened or humiliated during and after the negotiation process. 


 


The result of Win-Win strategy will be a solution to the problem that caused the 


conflict at the first place, and also that would definitely enhance their human 


relations as social beings, and help increase work productivity (Reece and Brandt, 


1996:349).  Human and Horwitz (1992:85) referred to Win-Win strategy as a mutual 


benefit approach.  According to them, it is characterized by frank and honest 


discussions, which is about give and take through a problem solving approach.  Its 


strength is that it puts the problem right up on its agenda.  It also encourages 


people involved in the conflict, to establish common understanding by which mutual 


benefits could be derived. 


 


However, it should be emphasized that negotiation is not an easy exercise to 


engage in, as observed by Van Deventer and Kruger (2003:175), because it does 


not always yield a win-win situation, though it should be always the ideal thing to be 


pursued with vigour as it fosters good human relations.  In the same vein, the 


correct application of these strategies and principles of conflict resolution 


management will go a long way in reducing what Human and Howitz (1992:85) 


referred to as displacing blame to outsiders, and in the interim denying the inherent 


nature of conflicts in relationships, and, most importantly, denying that from 


conflicts and feuds stem out co-operation, problem solving and indeed innovation. 
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When resolving conflicts, competition, which is tantamount to pitting people in 


conflict against each other, should be strongly discouraged by public school 


principals.  Reece and Brandt (1996:350) issue a strong warning that in creating or 


rather building winners and losers, the winner ends up becoming a powerful victor 


while the loser a resentful victim.  In the process, the interpersonal trust of these 


people is shaken and diminished.  However, when people in conflict are able to set 


aside their competition urges and their pride, it is feasible to open a sincere 


dialogue, because mutual trust is built by striving to protect the self-esteem and self 


respect of the other individual. 


 


 


2.4 UNDERSTANDING CONFLICTS 
 


Handling conflicts among people hinges much on how one comprehend the 


conflicts.  If you view conflicts as disruptive and unwanted, brought about by those 


who are thought to be troublemakers, you run the risk of selecting erroneously the 


strategy to deal with them.  Whereas if conflicts are understood to be part and 


parcel of everyday living and are to be expected, then half of the battle is already 


won, because of the positive attitude towards them.  Van der Westhuizen 


(1991:305) refers to conflict between colleagues as interpersonal conflicts.  


According to him, this particular kind of conflicts are low profile ones, which are 


often not visible to an outsider.  One such example would be the tension between 


two colleagues who are supposed to cooperate together, but the very nature of 


their given task produces contradictory elements that create various kinds of role 


conflicts (Morgan, 1986:157). 


 


According to Van der Westhuizen (1991:303), periodic differences of opinions will 


occur where people are used as partners to achieve a school’s immediate and 


future goals.  Public school principals need not think that this is an indication of 


failure on their part as school managers. However, they need to be vigilant at all 
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times, because sometimes the conflicts generated can be quite explicit and open 


for everyone to see, while at other times they lie beneath the surface of day to day 


events, as Morgan (1986:157) warned.  Yet Van der Westhuizen (1991:303) thinks 


that a total absence of conflicts in an organization, sometimes indicate a laissez-


faire attitude by its employers, evasion of their responsibilities, lack of interest, or 


unwillingness to think critically and creatively.  In essence, conflicts are not bad, but 


are rather indicators to potential possible collision of interest. 


 


Reece and Brandt (1996:342-344) identify the following causes of conflicts: 


 Poor communication skills.  It is said to be the greatest source of personal  


conflict. (misunderstanding).  In the workplace, where many different people  


work as a unit, ineffective communication could cause a serious damage; 


 Value clashes.  The opportunities for value clashes are almost limitless in  


today’s diverse institution since the democratization of the country, where  


different people with different cultures and values find themselves serving in  


the same school.  Since there is little possibility of changing individual’s  


value priorities so that they match their co-workers values, workers need to  


focus on respecting one another’s choices in order to reduce the possibility  


of conflicts; 


 Culture clashes.  In South Africa today, the diverse work force reflects a  


Kaleidoscope of cultures, each with its own unique qualities.  As such, it is  


easy or rather expected that the individual bearers of these different cultural  


traditions could easily come into conflict with one another.  For example, the  


dress code that clashes with another people’s culture.  Learning to  


comprehend and appreciate cultural diversity is a difficult human relations 


 problem; 


 Work policies and practices, if rules, regulations and performance standards  


are confusing, these could lead to the development of interpersonal conflicts.   


However, it should be noted that it is extremely difficult to establish  


universally accepted rules and regulations within a diverse work force, but a  


heightened awareness of individuals’ different needs will help avoid potential  
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conflicts; 


 Adversarial management.  Lack of transparency, mutual respect and  


openness by public school principals towards their subordinates might have  


negative impact, more especially if public school principals view their  


employees with suspicion and distrust, and treat them as “the enemy”; 


 Non-compliance.  Given that educators are expected to coordinate their  


work, non-compliance has the potential for becoming a major source of  


conflict.  This can happen, for instance, when some of the educators refuse  


to comply with the rules and, in the interim, neglect their fair share of the  


workload; and 


 Difficult people.  Public school principals should know that no matter how  


sincere they are in pursuit of excellence regarding managing and leading 


people, there would always be people who are difficult to deal with. 


 


It is also possible for people involved in conflict to resolve their differences without 


the intervention by the management of the school.  However, the public school 


principal needs to create the climate that is favourable to such forums to happen.  


In the process, educators should also be made aware of that whenever there is a 


clash of interest, they need to attempt to talk it through themselves where possible.  


The following key element of conflict resolution as identified by Reece and Brandt 


(1996:354-356) could assist in this regard, namely: Attitude adjustment of emotions 


plays an important role when conflicts are dealt with.  Therefore, it is crucial for all 


the people involved in conflict to channel their emotional energy towards 


constructive ends by adopting the correct attitudes (positive attitudes). 


 


Coupling the key element with the following six positive attitudes identified by 


Reece and Brandt (1996:355) would go a long way in assisting people involved in 


interpersonal conflicts. 


(a) Accept anger and conflicts as common responses that create the opportunity  


to share opinions and things done.  Understand that you may get some  


feedback that you do not like and that you may need to grow and accept  
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needed change; 


(b) Believe that there is a win-win-solution to the problem, and focus on the  


positive results you expect from the solution; 


(c) Remember that all participants are entitled to their opinions.  Each person’s 


opinion must be respected regarding his or her level of experience, 


personality, communication style, or position in the organization; 


(d) Understand that either party could compete aggressively with the other, but  


because a mutually acceptable outcome is so important, each side chooses  


to cooperate; 


(e) Believe that a difference of opinion is healthy and beneficial, not an attack on  


an idea or a person; and 


(f) Maintain an attitude of patience.  Impatient people get things started; patient  


people get things done. 


 


If emotions get out of control and the discussion becomes aggressive and 


threatening, the people in conflict should be encouraged to disengage from the 


conflict resolution process.  As such, this kind of climate is not conducive for 


constructive arguments, since everyone involved in the conflict becomes very 


vulnerable and starts directing or channeling his anger into conflict resolution.  This 


could help the people involved in dealing with the conflict to regain the much sought 


perspective of the issues, which, in turn, could also help both parties when they 


resume the meeting to attempt concentrate on settling the problem by dealing with 


the real causes of the problem, not the emotions. 


 


It is advisable for public school principals to draw up guidelines in place that could 


serve as point of departure when dealing with conflicts.  The plan or guidelines in 


question can help in directing the conflict, thereby saving time and simultaneously 


preserving the self-esteem of all involved.  The plan alluded to could consist of the 


following steps: 


Step one:  Define the problem.  It is important to first establish a common   


  understanding of the problem that led to the conflict.  By so doing, it  
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  would be much easier to get to the bottom of the real cause of the  


  conflict. 


Step two:  Collect facts and opinions.  Facts and opinions assist much in 


understanding the conflicts and also in choosing the method and 


strategy (approach) to deal with such a conflict.  It is only when 


people in conflict become aware that the facts that are before the 


eyes of everyone involved in resolving the conflicts are indisputable, 


that they could attempt to be objective in their arguments. 


Step three:  Consider all solutions proposed.  It is advantageous for all the people 


involved in finding the solution to the conflict to brainstorm solutions.  


When this is allowed to happen, people would be encouraged to think 


creatively without fear of being ridiculed or criticized.  


Step four: Define the expected results, even though people would be 


encouraged to propose different solutions to the conflict.  Not all 


proposed solutions could be effective in solving such problems.  At all 


times, the vision and mission of the school need to take center state 


(i.e., precedence) when resolving conflicts.  This could help in settling 


for an appropriate solution to the conflict. 


Step five:  Select the solution (s). When people involved in conflict are 


encouraged to choose the solutions to the conflict from the multiple 


proposed solutions, they are likely to abide themselves by the 


decision, given that they all contributed to such solutions.  Mol 


(1990:82) seems to share the same sentiments when he says that, 


when workers are given the responsibility for solving their own 


problems, they are totally committed to making the solutions work. 


Step six:  Implement the solutions(s).  No matter how good solutions might 


seem to be on paper, if not properly implemented and monitored they 


are likely to fail. 


 


The above-mentioned steps call for an effective leader who encourages both of the 


people in conflict to view the conflict objectively and find points of common 
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agreement.  In other words, this ideal public school principal should be in a situation 


to foster a cooperative and non-threatening environment in which conflict may be 


addressed.  The need for an effective leader is further stressed by Mol (1990:131) 


when he says that an effective leadership implies the ability to utilize the ideas of 


others and to create a strong commitment to the most important requirement to be 


pursued vigorously by all public school principals if they are to succeed in the 


provision of quality education. 


 


2.5 NEGOTIATIONS AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
 


Swanepoel (1999:64) states that there is no doubt that negotiation skill would 


become one of the most important skills needed by people in employment relations 


management.  The big question to be asked is, however, whether public school 


principals do have these skills of negotiation to be effective negotiators?  For 


example, public school principals need to be wary of one of the dimension identified 


by Swanepoel (1999:68), namely, that negotiation could be very formal or totally 


informal.  In an informal negotiation, discussion happens in a unstructured 


environment, in most instances, lacking the six formal guidelines or plan discussed 


in a formal conflict resolution plan. 


 


Morgan (1986:158) states that power is the medium through which conflicts of 


interest are ultimately resolved, since it influences who gets what, when and how.  


As such, power has a bearing on how public school principals conduct themselves 


during the negotiation process, since they are the ones with the power to decide on 


the course the negotiation should follow.  However, through the negotiation 


process, the people involved in conflict are supposed to be treated equally, by 


allowing each one of them to state his or her case without fear or prejudice, if the 


purpose is to reach an agreement.  Moreover, negotiated settlements are able to 


build unity out of diverse views, which is essential for team work and cooperation. 
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Reece and Brandt (1991:141) identified two kinds of Conflict Resolution 


Management, namely, the constructive conflict resolution.  Here, the public school 


principal plays an important role in getting group members to express conflict and 


come to general agreement without or rather in the absence of coercion.  In so 


doing, the public school principal believes that unresolved conflicts lead to less than 


adequate performance, resentment and lack of motivation.  The second one is the 


Destructive Conflict Resolution.  In here, it is when public school principals allow 


previous conflicts to influence the decisions and actions of the present ones.  In the 


light of this, Botes (1994:163)-164) also identified two possible outcomes of conflict 


resolutions, which are as follows: 


 Functional outcome.  Whereby a win-win settlement is arrived at.  In other  


 words, the public school principal and the people involved in conflict, both  


 benefit since the conflict resolution strategy contributes to the efficient and  


 effective teaching and learning, which is the primary objective of the school; 


  Dysfunctional outcome.  This is whereby the use of strategies such as  


Win-Lose and Lose-Lose affect the morale of teaching and learning. 


However, it is not the intention of the researcher to create an impression that 


negotiation is the only tool or rather method to deal with conflicts.  It is but 


one among many, as indicated by Morgan (1986:193); Smit and Cronje 


(1992-382); and Swanepoel (1991:230), of what they referred as styles of 


conflict management; 


 Avoiding – wherein the public manager will just ignore the conflict with the  


hope that it will disappear or simply appealing to bureaucratic rules and  


policies as sources of conflict resolution; 


 Compromise – this is a fifty-fifty (50:50) meeting between self-assertive and  


co-operative styles, with a view to finding common ground for mutual  


acceptance; 


 Competition – this style is highly self-assertive and minimally co-operative  


and refers to the individual or group boosting its own interests at the  


expense of the other party.  In other words, it promotes the Win-Lose  


strategy and also creates rivalry between people in conflict; 
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 Accommodation – this style is minimally self-assertive, but highly co- 


operative and is, in essence, the reverse of the Competitive style.  Each  


party to the conflict is encouraged to put aside his or her interests if the  


situation demands it; and 


 Collaboration -this is about viewing problems and conflicts as challenges that  


call for the search for integrative solutions. 


 


Emanating from the definitions provided above on negotiation, it can be deduced  


that it is a process of give and take, which involves compromise and collaboration  


styles of conflict management.  As such, negotiation can be regarded as falling  


under Constructive Conflict Resolution because, as a tool to interpersonal conflict  


resolution, it makes it possible to reach the best possible outcome in the light of  


prevailing circumstances (Pottes and Nieuwmeijer, 1992:8-9, in De Bruyn et al.,  


2000:201). 


 


De Beers, et al (1998:218) argue that there is a reason that makes it necessary for  


the conflict to take form, which, in turn, requires to be managed, leading to its  


settlement.  This places enormous responsibility on the shoulders of public school 


principals to be more alert and cautious on the strategies they choose to use.  


However, warned Reece and Brandt (1996:347), “when a conflict management 


strategy is applied, all opposing parties may or may not be satisfied with the 


outcome”.  In support, Robbins (1997:487) cautioned that managers should not be 


lured into a naïve belief that a good manager can resolve every conflict effectively.  


This calls for public school principals to be given continuous assistance and support 


by their employer so as to enhance their ability to resolve conflicts most 


satisfactorily. 


 


Meanwhile, Van Deventer and Van Schalkwyk (1997:120-126), in Van Deventer  


and Kruger (2003:33), identified three principal ways of managing conflicts in  


schools, namely: Peaceful Coexistence, Compromise and Problem Solving.  These  


three principal ways are in line with what Reece (1991:41) referred to as  
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Constructive Conflict Management, which, in a way, the present researcher  


classifies under negotiation.  In an attempt to resolve the conflicts, the challenge,  


advise Steers and Black (1994:564), is that managers need to choose a conflict  


management strategy appropriate to the context, people and dispute. 


 


As reminded by Rabey (1994:104), to be human is to experience conflict, so a  


supervisor has to know how to deal with it.  In support, Steers and Black (1994:569) 


think that these skills would be beneficial to public school principals, since they 


could be able to intervene as swiftly as they should before the conflict gets out of 


hand.  This does not suggest, in any way or howsoever, that there is only one way 


of dealing with conflicts.  Swanepoel (1999:89-90) seems to agree when he says 


that successful negotiated settlements are hard to arrive at.  However, it should 


always be the ideal outcome that public school principals attempt to strive for.  He 


went further to provide the results of an extremely ideal outcome of negotiation, 


which are as follows: 


 The original conflict diminished or is resolved; 


 The relationship between the parties improved; and 


 The parties are prepared to implement the agreement reached. 


 


The application of negotiation as a tool is further stressed by Porter (2000:132) 


when she says that the need to use power or rather resort to authority, always 


leads to a struggle of wills, instead of colleagues working together rather than 


struggling against each other, which reduces hostility and enhances their formal 


and informal relationships in the institution. 


 


 


2.6 EDUCATION MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT 
 


The management ability of an educational leader, according to Van der Westhuizen  


(1991:5-6), should comprise two aspects, namely, basic management training  


(academic professional component) and management development programme (in- 
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service training).  The accumulated knowledge will, according to Robbins  


(1977:491), assist school principals of public schools to iron out differences with 


associates and resolve conflicts with subordinates.  Given the history and the 


relevance of negotiation in the South African context, it becomes even more 


necessary for public school principals to have thorough skills and understanding of 


the negotiation process. 


 


However, the situation in the ground does not look good regarding the development 


of people in management hierarchy.  Van der Westhuizen (1991:3) observed that 


only a handful of public school principals of today had undergone training to 


prepare them to cope with their managerial duties.  Mol (1990:03) also felt that it is 


a sad reflection that our educational institutions give so little attention to the whole 


question of managing people. 


 


The apartheid education system was not only fragmented and divided, but also 


characterized by a top-down authoritarian culture with marked disparities in terms 


of racial and gender representation.  Furthermore, the system embodied 


undemocratic, secretive and hierarchical patterns of management and 


administration (Sayed and Jansen, 2001:190-191).  As a result, the task team for 


educational management development was appointed and its mandate included the 


following: 


 To make practical strategic proposals for improving education management 


capacity; 


 To make specific proposal for establishing a National Institution for 


Education Management Development; 


 To consider matters related to resources mobilization, co-ordination and 


management for a country-wide educational management development 


programme; and 


 To provide an interim education management support service. 


        (Department of Education, 1996:12) 
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The sad reality is that the national department is still bedeviled by the same 


management challenges that existed before the democratization of the education 


system.  To support public school principals in adopting democratic and acceptable 


way of managing, the national Department of Education system need to begin to 


move fast in that direction.  According to Robbins (1977:491), the accumulated 


knowledge could assist public school principals to iron out differences with 


associates and resolve conflicts with subordinates. 


 


The national Department of Education seems to subscribe to the notion that 


experience is the best teacher.  Luthans (2002:418) seems to differ, rather referring 


to it as a myth for people to think that they could improve their negotiation skills 


through experience.  According to him, they could only develop negotiation habits 


that sometimes serve them well, but when they fail, they have no idea of why not.  


Hence the Department of Education needs to take it upon itself to impart the much 


needed skills and knowledge to public school principals so as to enable them to 


manage better. 


 


2.7 COMMON MISTAKES THAT OCCUR DURING NEGOTIATION 
 


Hill and Jones (1995:426) state that there are two ways of using authority to 


manage conflict.  One way of exercising authority by public school principals during 


negotiation is by assuming the role of arbiters and simply impose a solution on the 


parties in conflict.  These could be done, for example, by following the destructive 


conflict resolution way, which involves the styles identified by Morgan (1986:193); 


and Smit and Cronje (1992:382), which are, namely, avoiding, competition and 


accommodation.  While the role of a mediator, which is to create a conducive 


climate for both parties in conflict to determine their own solution, is an appropriate 


one.  From the above–mentioned differentiation of the way power is used, it could 


be concluded that, indeed, it would be a mistake if public school principals use their 


authority to impose decisions and solutions to the people in conflict.  De Bruym et 
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al., (2002:214-215) identified the following common mistakes that happen during 


negotiations: 


 Poor questioning.  If negotiators do not listen properly, they will not able to  


 ask relevant questions, which are important as they reveal valuable  


 information; 


 Poor replies to question.  Negotiators sometimes give vague answers to the  


 questions of their opponents, instead of being brief and precise; 


 Debating instead of negotiating.  General errors made in this regard are to 


 reject suggested alternatives at an early stage, to adopt firm position early  


 on and to oppose the other party’s proposal immediately; 


 The use of irritating tactics.  A typical problem here is to use language that  


 irritate or offends the opponent.  The corollary to this is that the negotiator  


 should not be offended, in turn, if called a capitalist or slave –drive; 


 Notes and minutes are not kept.  Important arguments, statements, and facts  


 should be minuted. It is necessary to be selective, however, as not  


 everything can be noted; and 


 Too much aggression.  An aggressive negotiator will burn rather than build  


 bridges.  Aggression will impede negotiation and will make it much more  


 difficult to reach agreement. 


 


Luthans (2002:419) came out with common mistakes that got their roots in the 


application of traditional negotiating approach.  In this particular approach, people 


in conflict and managers in particular, tend to have certain biases and make certain 


errors that hinder them from negotiating rationally and getting the most they can out 


of a situation.  The summarized common mistakes are as follows: 


 Negotiators tend to assume that their gain must come at the expense of the  


other party and thereby miss opportunities for mutually beneficial trade-offs  


between the parties; 


 Negotiator judgments tend to be anchored on irrelevant information such as  


an initial offer; 


 Negotiators tend to rely on readily available information; 
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 Negotiators tend to fail to consider information that is available by focusing  


on the opponent’s perspective; and 


 Negotiators tend to be overconfident concerning the likelihood of attaining  


outcomes that favour the individuals involved. 


 


The fundamental point that is being made by these listed common mistakes is that 


people in conflict come to negotiation with already predetermined solutions to the 


problem.  As such, it makes it very difficult to engage in frank and honest 


discussion since everyone connected to the negotiation try very hard to see his 


solution being accepted. 


 


2.8 CONCLUSION 
 


In this chapter, key concepts critical to the research were clarified.  Strategies and 


principles (theories) fundamental to negotiation were also explained, but only those 


the researcher felt were crucial to the research.  It provided also an in-depth 


understanding of what conflicts are. Common mistakes that usually occur during 


negotiation were discussed too.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 


RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 


 


3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 


The researcher describes how data relevant to the research were collected.  There 


are a lot of data collection methods.  However, it is imperative for the researcher to 


keep in mind the specific purpose of the research when outlining the research 


design, which is important in gathering not just any data but the required data that 


address the research questions. 


 


Public school principals and School Governing Bodies are charged with the 


responsibility of managing and governing the schools.  Therefore, it is only 


appropriate to target them since they are likely to provide the required data for the 


study.  However, it is the responsibility of the researcher to make it a point that the 


sample chosen is both representative and also manageable at the same time. 


 


It is very important that data collection instruments that are chosen to collect data, 


which in turn would be answering the research questions, be appropriate.  Also, 


that, for data to be consistent with the purpose of the research, the same collection 


methods should be used all the time with all the participants involved.  It also go for 


the method(s) that would be use for data analysis, it should be appropriate to the 


collected data and kind of the research being investigated. 


 


Researchers in qualitative type of research, obtain data through the use of 


discussion and negotiation with their participants.  Then it becomes necessary for 


the researcher and the participants, from whom data would be collected, to agree 


on how the research would unfold.  In other words, all procedural aspects of the 


research need to be spelled out to the participants to enable them to make inputs if 


they feel so. 
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3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN 
 


Research design is an important part in conducting a research, without it the 


likelihood of going astray is tempting.  Mouton (2001:25); Thyer (1993:94); 


Huysamen (1993:10); in De Vos (1998:77) describe a research as a blue print or a 


detailed plan showing how a research is to be conducted.  In essence, the research 


design is meant to point out how the research unfolded, especially with regard to 


the participants and the instruments of data collection.  The research design briefly 


explain the procedures for conducting the research, outlining the specifics such as 


when, from whom, and what under circumstance the data would be gathered.  In 


other words, the research design directs the general plan to be followed: how the 


research is set up, what would be of the participants, and what instruments of data 


gathering would be used.  The intention should always be to employ a design which 


would result in drawing the most valid, credible conclusion from the answers to the 


research questions (McMillan and Schumacher, 2006:22). 


 


The research is qualitative in nature bearing in mind that there are other two kinds 


of research design.  Qualitative research design are methods, which are distinct 


from the ones used in quantitative research design.  In simple terms, qualitative 


research design are just as systematic as quantitative research designs.  However, 


the difference is that qualitative research design emphasizes collecting data on 


naturally happening phenomena.  The data collected are mostly in the form of 


words rather than numerals, and in general, the researcher must search and 


explore with a variety of methods until a deeper understanding is achieved 


(McMillan and Schumacher, 2006:26). 


 


Qualitative research is first and foremost concerned with comprehension of social 


phenomena from the subjects’ perspective.  That understanding is arrived at by 


analysing the many contexts of the participants and by narrating participants 


meaning for these situational and events.  Hence qualitative research gather data in  
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face-to-face situation by interacting with selected persons in their settings (McMillan 


and Schumacher, 2006:315).  The qualitative research design differs from the 


quantitative research design because the research has no fixed steps to follow.  In 


other words, the researcher got the freedom to determine the design through his 


own choices and actions.  As expected, the qualitative research design produces 


descriptive data as anticipated by the researcher. 


 


3.3 AREA OF STUDY 
 


The research focuses on how public school principals and to a certain extent the 


school governing bodies deal with conflicts that threaten both the formal and 


informal relationships of educators. In other words, the researcher seeks to 


establish the strategies and approaches, which public school principals and their 


School Governing Bodies use in handling conflicts.  Given that both parties are 


charged with the responsibility of seeing that schools deliver quality education to 


learners with few hiccups if possible. 


 


3.4 TARGET GROUP AND SAMPLING 
 


According to Cohen and Holding (1997, 1982, 1986); Schoefild (1996), in Cohen, 


Manion and Morrison (2000:99), there are two main methods of sampling, namely: 


Probability sampling, (also known as a Random sample) and Non-probability 


samples, (also known as a purposive sample).  It is important when selecting the 


sample, to be able to choose the appropriate sample that would be in turn deliver 


the data the research is investigating. 


 


As a result, the sampling strategy that was followed was Stratified Sampling 


because, according to Cohen et al., (2000:101), it involves dividing the population 


into homogeneous groups.  In other words, the composition of the participants 


should be of the same kind, for instance, if the focus of the research is about public 


school principals, then it is ridiculous to involve health workers. 
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Public school principals and School Governing Bodies from the Mopani District in 


Limpopo Department of Education were selected for this research.  The participants 


were supposed to be twenty, that is, 10 public school principals and 10 School 


Governing Bodies.  However, in all ten public schools visited, the School Governing 


Bodies were not interviewed.  As a way forward, only five female and five male 


public school principals were involved in the study.  Five of them were from primary 


schools and the other half from high schools. 


 


Other important factors that were considered when selecting the sample were as  


follows:  


 The number of years (experience) that a particular public school principal 


had at management level.  For instance, public school principals who 


managed before the democratization of education system and those who 


occupied their managerial position there-after; 


 The historical background of the public school, that is, whether from the 


former Gazankulu, Lebowa, or Model C schools.  The approach to education 


management of the above-mentioned three-education system was different 


then; 


 The circuit in which the schools are being administered under.  The public 


school principals in this research were all from the five circuits of Mopani 


District; and 


 The ethnic background of the participants was as follows: four Shangaans, 


four Pedis and two Afrikaans speaking people. 


 


3.5 RESEARCH TECHNIQUES 
 
3.5.1 INTERVIEWS 
 


The research was carried out within a period of four weeks.  Targeting and 


sampling grouping took the researcher one week.  Public school principals were 
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visited, where discussions about the study took place.  The purpose of the 


discussion was mainly to introduce the researcher and aims of the study.  The other 


purpose was to establish their portfolios, as a way to avoid having interview people 


with similar portfolios. Copies of the questions pertinent to the study were 


distributed.  This was done to assure the respondents to get acquainted with the 


question and also to allay their fear or suspicion if there were any regarding the 


researcher. 


 


According to Cannel and Kahn (1968:257), in Cohen, Manion and Morrison 


(2000:269), research interview is defined as a “two person conversation initiated by 


the interviewer for the specific purpose of obtaining research relevant information, 


and focused by him (sic) on content specified by research objectives of systematic 


description, prediction or explanation”. 


 


Semi-structured interviews of one hour and thirty minutes in length were conducted 


with ten public school principals, who were individually interviewed.  The 


respondents were asked to describe the strategies and methods they used to 


managed conflicts, the problems that they came across, and of course the effects 


of avoiding engaging in constructive conflict resolution, in their respective schools.  


The questions were designed as to elicit factual information (knowledge) that public 


school principals has in conflict resolution management with reference to the use of 


negotiation. 


 


Though the questions were the same, for all public school principals, the researcher 


tried to make it a point that all the participants understood the questions in the 


same way.  As such, the responses that the researcher got were unstructured and 


also generated different data, because the respondents had freedom to answer the 


way they liked.  However, the researcher was always on guard not to ask leading 


questions that might have made the interviewee uncomfortable.  The discussion 


that took place between the researcher and the respondents were tape-recorded to 


avoid loss of essential data. 
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3.6 ETHICAL CONSIDERATION AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 
 


In securing permission to carry out the study with public school principals, the 


researcher outlined the intended use of the collected data, which of course was for 


academic purpose only.  The researcher also gave the public school principals the 


assurance that their names would not be used when writing the study (i.e., 


confidentiality and anonymity).  In other words, the study unfolded as a result of 


verbal agreement (informed consent) between the researcher and the participating 


public school principals.  The researcher believed there was consistency with what 


McMillan and Schumacher (2006;333) asserted when they said that qualitative 


research was more likely to be personally intrusive than quantitative research and, 


as such, the ethical guidelines that include policies regarding informed consents, 


deception, confidentiality, anonymity, privacy and caring must be adopted and 


promoted.  


 


Given that it was only established during the day of interview that documents, 


reports, or minutes were not forth-coming, even though we discussed about them in 


the first meetings.  It was always going to be difficult for the researcher to validate 


the collected data.  The researcher as a result was left with no option but to believe 


what was told by the participants, because the researcher had no control over the 


situation as such. 


 


3.7 DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
 


McMillan and Schumacher (2006:332) state that the qualitative phase of data 


collection and analysis are interwoven and occur in overlapping circles.  They went 


further to identify the following five research phases: 
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 Phase 1: Planning, wherein the researcher locates and gains permission to 


use the participants in the research; 


 Phase 2: Beginning data collection, this is the phase when the researcher 


obtains data primarily to become oriented and to gain a sense of the totality 


for purposeful sampling; 


 Phase 3: Basic data collection, whereby the researcher begins the actual 


interview and initial descriptions are summarized and identified for later 


corroboration; 


 Phase 4: Closing data, wherein the researcher conducts the last interview.  


At this phase, much attention is given to possible interpretation and 


verifications of the emerging findings; and 


 Phase 5: Completion, this is the completion of active data collecting, 


blending into formal data analysis and construction of meaningful ways to 


present data. 


 


Qualitative data analysis is primarily an inductive process of organizing data into 


categories and identifying patterns (i.e., relationships) among categories.  In 


preparation for interpreting the data collected through the semi-structured interview, 


the researcher did the transcription of the recorded interviews, and took note of the 


non-verbal and paralinguistic communication.  Then the researcher divided the data 


into parts, in relation to the research questions. 


 


3.8 CONCLUSION 
 


The chapter discussed in depth the kind of the research design that was followed in 


this instance.  It also provided thorough information regarding the target group and 


sampling methods that were followed.  In brief, the research design and 


methodology assist in directing how the study should be conducted, because these 


set out in detail all the aspects necessary in carrying out the research. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 


DATA ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 


According to Mouton (2001:108), data capturing comes in different formats and 


have different properties.  In this research, recordings were used to gather data 


from the discussions with individual public school principals.  The tape recordings of 


each individual interview were transcribed verbatim.  Although data captured in this 


manner are rich in meaning and are difficult to capture in a short, concise and 


structured manner, the information drawn is relatively systematic and thus makes it 


simpler for the comparison of responses. 


 


Given that data were captured manually from interview transcripts, the researcher 


does not rule out entirely the possibility of human errors, usually associated with 


this particular kind of data capturing.  In analyzing the collected data, the 


researcher compared the responses of the public school principals against the 


purpose of the research, which was the questions, and then related the data to 


literature (books that have been reviewed) relevant to the study. 


 


This was done by breaking up the interview transcripts into manageable themes, 


patterns, trends and relationships (Mouton, 2001:108).  However, making sense of 


the collected data depends largely on the researcher’s intellectual riguor and 


tolerance for tentativeness of interpretation until the entire analysis is completed 


(McMillan and Schumacher, 2006:364).  As such, the researcher, in analyzing the 


data, presents the context and, in some instances, provides the quotations (i.e., 


exact words by public school principals). 


 


According to McMillan and Schumacher (2006:367), the researcher usually gets 


ideas for arranging data in most cases from the following five sources: 
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 The research questions and from shadowed problems or sub  


questions; 


 The research instruments, such as an interview guide; 


 Themes, concepts, and categories used by other researcher; 


 Prior knowledge of the researcher or personal experience; and 


 The data themselves. 


 


According to McMillan and Schumacher (2006:364), qualitative data analysis is 


primarily an inductive process of arranging collected data into categories and 


identifying patterns (i.e., relationships) among the categories, while analytical styles 


differ form one researcher to another, given that the general processes and 


techniques that they employ are not universal. 


 


4.2 METHODS AND STRATEGIES USED FOR NEGOTIATION 
 


Selecting a method and strategy to resolve conflicts in a more satisfactorily and 


objective manner can be challenging, if not frustrating at times.  It is the belief of the 


researcher that stalemates are not desirable in negotiation, and so are the losers 


and winners.  Then it becomes very important for public school principals to select 


a strategy that can assist in building and creating trust and inculcate team spirit, 


when resolving conflicts through negotiation. 


 


When conflicts erupt, they pose a serious challenge to public school principals.  


However, it could be easy for the public school principals to follow their hearts when 


dealing with conflicts.  For instance, the kind of relationship the public school 


principal shares with her/his subordinates can influence how s/he exercise her/his 


authority in resolving conflicts, which can prove to be dangerous at times. 


 


The responses by the public school principals about the methods and strategies 


that they adopted when resolving conflicts among their educators were as follows: 


out of ten public school principal, who responded to the question, nine of them 
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indicated that the nature of the conflicts determine the kind of method and strategy 


to be employed.  Their responses are consistent with what Steers and Black 


(1994:564) advocate when they say that the conflict management strategy chosen 


by managers (public school principals) should be appropriate to the context and 


people, and of course the dispute. 


 


However, it was found at a later stage that the methods and strategies public 


school principals referred to were not those of negotiation, namely, Win-Win, which 


is about allowing people in conflict to engage in honest discussions that lead to a 


mutual benefiting solution; Win-Lose, which creates enmity between people 


involved in conflict by building losers and winners, (competition); and, finally, Lose-


Lose, which is about people in conflict compromising resulting in both individuals 


accepting the ruling by the third party (mediator).  Though most of their chosen 


strategies and methods were in fact procedural methods, almost all the public 


school principals interviewed had different comprehension of what methods are all 


about when resolving conflicts in their respective schools. 


 


The fact that conflicts, according to them, prescribe the strategies and methods on 


how to manage conflicts, demonstrate their lack of understanding on how it is 


important to employ the appropriate method all the time, which in this case is win-


win, if the relationships of those in conflict is to be considered.  By applying the 


Win-Win strategy, an inclusive solution is found, which benefits everyone involved 


in the conflict(s) (Human and Horwitz, 1992:85). 


 


Public school principals’ lack of understanding of methods and strategies were 


further evident when asked to describe methods and strategies they follow when 


resolving conflicts.  Some of them described methods and strategies as the 


involvement of educators’ unions, and others felt the formation of committees by 


colleagues, which are to mediate conflicts between disputants, were methods and 


strategies.  And still, others understood methods to mean being transparent and 


offering counseling. 
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However, it was found that the role of educators’ unions was limited to observation 


of the proceedings.  In other words, they were invited as observers to witness that 


discussions were held in good faith.  On the committees, it was said that the 


committee was tasked to resolve all conflicts within the school, and not the public 


school principal.  Only if the committee was unable in some instances to reach an 


agreement together with the people involved in conflicts, then the public school 


principal would be requested to step in the matter.  Public school principals said 


that this encouraged educators to accept the outcome of the negotiation since they 


were the ones who chose the people serving in those committees. 


 


One of the public school principal said that she never used any method or strategy 


to resolve conflicts, because, according to her, she never experienced a situation in 


her school wherein educators had conflicts regarding their given responsibilities.  


This was regardless of the fact that her staff establishment was close to 35 people.  


She indicated that the no conflict situation was as a result of her making it a 


responsibility to sit down with her staff members to discuss the policies of the 


Department of Education and those of the school.  In her own understanding, this 


sort of discussions assists educators to fully grasp and comprehend their given 


responsibilities.  However, Van der Westhuizen (1991:303) disagrees, because, 


according to him, periodic differences of opinions would occur whenever people 


were expected to work as partners to achieve the school’s immediate and future 


goals.  According to Van der Westhuizen (1991:303) a total lack of conflicts in an 


organization, sometimes indicate a laissez-faire attitude and evasion of 


responsibilities. 


 


The researcher was baffled by the claim that neighbouring public school principals 


usually sought assistance from her when they got serious conflicts to resolve.  The 


big question to be asked would be, how did this other public school principal came 


to know about her abilities to resolve conflicts if she had never herself resolved 


even a single conflict of any sort in her own school.  Therefore, the researcher was 
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inclined to conclude that the public school principal in question was, in a way, 


applying one of the five styles of conflict management identified by Morgan 


(1986:193), which is, namely, avoiding or rather evasion, i.e., whereby the public 


school principal will just ignore, by skill or trickery, the conflicts with the hope that 


they would disappear or rather simply appealing to bureaucratic rules as a source 


of conflict resolution. 


 


However, Swanepoel (1999:232) advises that the style could be effective when 


applied and restricted to the following situations: 


 When the potential damage during the handling of the conflict will be greater 


 that the immediate benefits associated with it; 


 To calm persons and lower the level of tension in order that perspective may  


 be restored or rather obtained; and 


 When the problem under discussion appears to be symptomatic of another  


 deeper-seated aspect. 


 


Surprisingly enough, all nine public school principals excluded their School 


Governing Bodies when resolving conflicts, even though by law they are expected 


to be part of the proceedings.  Some of the justifications given on the exclusion of 


the School Governing Bodies were as follows: the conflicts they came across thus 


far did not warrant their inclusion; most of the School Governing Bodies members 


are semi-literate or totally illiterate, as such it would be difficult for them to engage 


in mental discussions with professional people; and, of course, that the 


confidentiality of the people involved in the conflict was to be guaranteed. 


 


However, when questioned on the legality of excluding the School Governing 


Bodies, and warned that by not including the School Governing Bodies, they were 


circumventing the policy of the national Department of Education.  Almost all were 


quick to make a complete turn around, and instead said, but we do involve them, if, 


and only if, the conflicts were beyond their capabilities to resolve them.  Reflecting 


on the reasons provided earlier by public school principals on the exclusion of 
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School Governing Bodies, the researcher was left without a choice, but to doubt the 


sincerity and integrity on the part of public school principals. 


 


In some of the interviews, the whole discussion about the involvement of the School 


Governing Bodies evoked a strong resentment by some of the public school 


principals, which, in a way, underlined their shaky working relationship as such.  


One of the public school principal even made mentioned of how his School 


Governing Body was bend on overturning every decision he made regarding the 


management of the school.  However, not all public school principals got ulterior 


motives in sidelining their School Governing Bodies, because, according to Van der 


Westhuizen (1991:305), most of the conflicts taking place between colleagues are 


low profile ones, which are often not visible to an outsider to warrant the 


involvement of the School Governing Bodies. 


 


Sometimes it is difficult to get all members of the School Governing Bodies to sit 


together and discuss conflicts since most of them are working people.  Then it 


becomes the responsibility of the public school principal to make sure and certain 


that conflicts requiring his instant attention need to be dealt with as swiftly as 


possible.  This  is supported by the observation made by Steers and Black 


(1994:569) when they say that there are some areas where managers would prefer 


to solve a problem between subordinates before it results in high levels of conflict. 


 


The exclusion of the School Governing Bodies by public school principals when 


resolving conflicts is consistent with the findings of the work of Sayed and Jansen 


(2001:1) when they found out that the problem was that, given all the dazzle of the 


post-apartheid education policies, there was a considerable distance between 


policy (official statement of intent) and practice.  As such, it is not surprising to see 


public school principals struggling in this regard. 


 


The conduct of public school principals on the matter regarding the exclusion of 


School Governing Bodies contravenes what Badenhorst (1995:11) advocates when 
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he says that a principal has to interpret the education laws, ordinances and 


regulations, so that these are reflected in the schools’ policy.  Hence, public school 


principals are seen as representatives of the employer, i.e., the Department of 


education, and should thus be at the forefront when it comes to policy 


implementation. 


 


Public school principals need to be reminded that parents serving on a public 


management body, such as school management council, acquire, by virtue of their 


membership, a definite status that puts them in a specific legal relationship with the 


education authority, in this case, public school principals (Badenhorst, 1995:171).  


As such, any decisions taken without their consent is deemed to be invalid and 


non-binding.  This is consistent with the work of Bray (1988:60, in Badenhorst, 


1995:171), when he says that although professional and managerial tasks are 


usually accompanied by the application of discretion, such tasks are not performed 


in a legally free environment. 


 


The School Governing Bodies, which are elected to serve and deal with the 


interests of a specific parent school community and to convey their opinions to the 


educators of their children, are the recommended structure for parents orientation 


and guidance to educators through the parents (Dekker and Lemmer,1993:166).  


Therefore, parents who are chosen by the community to look after the interest of 


the community at large need not be well-educated for them to serve, because 


educators are deprived of the important guidance by the exclusion of School 


Governing Bodies in this regard. 


 


4.3 NEGOTIATION AND STRATEGIES  
 


There are theories of negotiation on conflict resolution mechanisms.  For public 


school principals to use any of them, they need to have a thorough comprehension 


on how they impact on the people involved in conflict.  The strategies referred to  
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are the following, namely: Win-Lose strategy, which is capable of producing a 


settlement, but is accompanied by unhealthy relationships because it creates or 


rather build rivalry between the people involved in conflict; the Win-Win strategy, 


which, when agreement is reached, the relationships of the people in conflict is 


normalized, and becomes healthy too, because it involves the search for integrative 


solutions to the conflict.  Lastly, the Lose-Lose strategy, through which agreement 


is hardly reached, and, as such, the people involved in the conflict feel that the 


negotiation process has failed both of them because it fell short of their 


expectations in various ways. 


 


Out of the ten public school principals interviewed, nine selected their strategies on 


negotiation as a conflict resolution tool, which were on win-win and/or win-lose.  


Only one chose the Lose-Lose strategy.  One of the public school principals never 


made a choice since she claimed she never experienced conflict as pointed out 


somewhere above.  From the nine public school principals, two of them indicated 


that they preferred a Win-Lose strategy.  The following were some of reasons for 


using the strategy: 


 Sometimes it helps to call a spade a spade; 


 It assists in implanting honesty and trust; and 


 It is only fair to lose with a reason to correct the situation. 


 


The remaining seven public school principals felt the Win-Win strategy was the 


appropriate one if your intention was to avoid antagonism between your 


subordinates.  They thought the strategy leaves everyone involved in the conflict 


satisfied, because they feel that their views were considered and, as a result, the 


people in conflict are comfortable and satisfied by the outcome of the negotiated 


settlement. 


 


Despite the reasons given by the two public school principals on the use of Win-


Lose strategy, it was found that the strategy had a strong potential to discourage 


differing opinions by educators for fear of being victimized (Human and Hortwitz, 
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1992:85).  If public school principals view conflicts as healthy and natural, then they 


need to promote open and frank discussions in which people involved in the 


conflict(s) would be encouraged to state their mind without second thoughts, and 


also embrace the solution to the problem.  One way of doing this is by discouraging 


competition where people expect to win at the end when involve in conflicts.  It is 


the belief of the researcher that it is not the desire of public school principals to 


engage in a strategy that is to be accompanied by threatening argumentation in 


pursuit of winning at all cost. 


 


Indeed, to be able to do away with antagonism taking root at schools, public school 


principals are encouraged, at all times, to seek solutions that will result in win-win 


situation.  These could be achieved, in part, by using their authority or power (Hill 


and Jones, 1995:426).  In addition, this could also be achieved through the 


assumption of a mediator role, whereby they create a favourable atmosphere for 


both people in conflict to determine their own solutions. 


 


From the definition of negotiation, it came out clearly that negotiation has its 


foundation on the notion of give and take.  The one strategy of negotiation that 


effectively satisfies the above-mentioned condition is win-win strategy.  As such, 


public school principals should be encouraged to strive for a win-win outcome when 


resolving conflicts.  However, it should be noted that, sometimes even good conflict 


management strategy may or may not satisfy the people in conflict (Reece and 


Brandt, 1996:347; and Robins, 1997:487). 


 


It is of no use knowing the different theories, including their advantages and 


disadvantages, but applying them in an incorrect manner.  The researcher believes 


that public school principals do not know much about theories of negotiation.  This 


was evident when they were asked to select the theory they preferred the most 


from the following three approaches, namely: Win-Win, Win-Lose and Lose-Lose.  


The reasons for the different choices they made were not compelling enough to 


suggest that they know what negotiation approaches entailed. 
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4.4 PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED BY SCHOOL MANAGERS 
 


Scary as it might sound, but the truth is if conflicts are dealt with incorrectly, they 


could hamper the realization of an institution’s goals and objectives.  Lest we forget, 


there are different attitudes the people in conflict bring along to negotiation, which 


are, in a sense, critical to the agreement to be reached.  However, there is also the 


relationship of the people in conflict, which matters for cooperation in pursuit of 


common goals. 


 


Along these lines, the public school principals who participated in this research 


made mention of three kinds of problems identified as most problematic when 


resolving conflicts.  The one problem that was seen to be more challenging, 


according to them, was the hostility shown or prevailing between the waring parties 


during the negotiation process.  To illustrate their point, they went on to an extent of 


citing few instances or rather occurrences, such as the staging of walkouts during 


the negotiation process; the use of fists; and the trading of insults by subordinates.  


According to public school principals, they view this kind of conduct as ill-disciplined 


and undermining their authority. 


 


This particular behaviour described earlier as being the most problematic by public 


school principals is consistent with the work of De Bruyn et al., (2000: 214-215) and 


Luthans (2002:419) when they identified common mistakes that could happen 


during negotiations, viz., the use of irritating tactics by either person in dispute, 


engaging in debate instead of negotiating in good faith and to adopt an aggressive 


stance or  approach when negotiating.  In most instances, the problems of hostility 


stem from the use of one of the five styles of conflict management identified by 


Morgan (1986:193), namely, competition, which explicitly encourages rivalry 


between the people in conflict and simultaneously promoting the win-lose strategy. 
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When asked how do public school principals handle these sort of behaviour by their 


subordinates, some said that it was important to give both people involve in the 


conflict enough time to cool down before you resume with negotiations.  They 


pointed out, however, that it was important before any negotiation could begin, to 


look or reflect on the previous conduct of the disputants that derailed the 


discussions, and make it known that it was unaccepted and would not be 


condoned.  However, one of the public school principals indicated that sometimes, 


if you give them time to cool down, the aggressor usually comes to his senses to an 


extent that he even offers his apologies voluntarily and promise to cooperate fully 


when negotiation resumed. 


 


However, some of the public school principals indicated that, given the violent 


behaviour of some of their educators sometimes, they were left helpless and 


powerless to take any measures to reprimand their subordinates, as they fear for 


their own lives.  Though they did concede that this kind of behaviour had bearing on 


how they handle future conflicts, because they tend to label those who are 


aggressive as troublemakers. 


 


One public school principal pointed out that, as a way of regulating the conduct of 


the people in conflict, there was a need to be made aware that the discussion 


should focus on how best they could work together as a team to achieve the 


school’s vision and mission, because, according to him, only the school should 


matter, and not their selfish egos.  In other words, whatever decisions were arrived 


at through negotiation, the question should always be, how would it benefit the 


school as a whole, instead of satisfying individuals’ interests. 


 


Some of the public school principals pointed out that for negotiation to be 


successful and achieving its purpose, the public school principal, as the 


chairperson of the proceedings, needed to assert himself from the beginning.  They 


believe it is only through assertion that the problem of hostility could be minimized 


to a certain extent.  Indeed, according to Hill and Jones (1995: 426), public school 
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principals could use the authority vested upon them to engage in what Morgan 


(1986:192) referred as Constructive Conflict Resolution. 


 


Boulding, in Owens (1995:147-148), distinguish between two kinds of hostility, 


namely, malevolent hostility and non-malevolent hostility.  According to him, 


malevolent hostility is aimed at hurting or worsening the position of another 


individual or group, with scant regard for anything else, including consequences for 


the attacker.  While non-malevolent hostility is aimed at worsening the purpose of 


improving the position of the attacker. 


 


According to Owens, malevolent hostility can, in turn, give rise to nefarious attacks 


that are characterized by the following:  


 The focus on person rather than on issues; 


 The use of hateful language; 


 Dogmatic statement rather than questions; 


 The maintenance of fixed views regardless of new information or argument;  


and 


 The use of emotional terms. 


 


The second problem, according to public school principals, was the level of illiteracy 


found among most of the members who were elected to serve in the School 


Governing Bodies.  According to public school principals, this poses a serious 


challenge on the part of the School Governing Bodies when they have to deal with 


professional educated people, as a result, their confidence gets compromised 


because of their unfortunate status. 


 


When asked whether the School Governing Bodies status was the only credible 


reason that made it a problem for them to be included in resolving conflicts of 


professional educated people, public school principals mostly said of course, it was.  


They pointed out that they were only opting for these route to protect the members 


of School Governing Bodies, since they could not engaged in mental gymnastics 
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with educators.  The researcher doubted the plausibility of their claim, as it was 


contradictory to their earlier respond of involving School Governing Bodies only on 


serious matters.  The researcher could only conclude that School Governing Bodies 


were marginalized on all sorts of conflicts by public school principals. 


 


The third and last problem identified by the public school principals was the lack of 


professional support for management development purposes, from the Department 


of Education, in enabling them to be better and effective negotiators or rather 


handlers of conflicts.  They said that these had a negative impact on how they 


conduct negotiations given that the knowledge of certain facilitation skills to carry it 


in a proper manner is necessary.  As a result, they felt that they were left on their 


own, without being given proper tools to manage, but left to rely only on their 


experiences and discretion.  In other words, they are expected to do much on little 


or no assistance at all from the Department of Education. 


 


When asked what were they doing individually to improve their knowledge on 


handling conflicts, the following were some of their responds: attended seminars, 


which are organized by educators unions; shared information with other public 


school principals (peers); sought assistance from their circuit managers, though few 


indicated that the support from circuit managers was not forth-coming; and others 


said that they were doing private studies and also reading books on management 


and leadership that improved, in the long run, their ability to solve more conflicts, 


which result in gaining experience.  However, these claims are refuted by Luthans 


(2002:418) as a myth. 


 


All public school principals did, however, agree that for them to be able to deal with 


emotions, attitudes and ill discipline, there was a need for a support by the 


Department of Education.  This is consistent with the work of Van der Westhuizen 


(1991:302), when he said that it is important that educationally managers be 


thoroughly trained in effective resolution of conflicts, if not so, then it is not going to 


be feasible for them to do justice to the key role of which they are to fulfill. 
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The cry for help by public school principals justified what Van der Westhuizen 


(1993:3) observed, when he said that only a handful of public school principals of 


today who undergone training to prepare them to cope with their managerial duties.  


As a result, the recommendation of Potgieter (1972), Moolman (1978), Van Buuren 


(1979), Boshoff (1980), and De Wet (1981) in Van der Westhuizen (1991:2), that all 


promotional posts to be filled by educators, the condition should be a completion of 


a course in educational management.  This, according to Robbins (1997:491), 


could assist public school principals to iron out differences with associates and 


resolve conflicts with subordinates, using the knowledge accumulated. 


 
4.5 CONSEQUENCES OF NEGLECTING CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
 


There is a danger of conflicts becoming institutionalized in the form of attitude, 


values, beliefs and other aspects of the institution, if they are not timely dealt with.  


Consequently, the institution’s immediate and future objectives are disrupted if 


conflicts are allowed to drag on for too long, since quality education and work 


morale are slowly eroded in the process.  All public school principals, who were 


interviewed, were in agreement in saying that, if conflicts instruments were 


neglected, there would be disastrous resultant, and that public school principals 


who practice evasive or rather avoidance strategy should refrain from doing so, as 


it has serious damage to the institutions working human relations, thereby 


rendering the public schools ineffective and inefficient.  In illustrating the point, they 


gave the following possible situations as examples to the effect: 


 Educators would be divided; 


 Educators would form camps; 


 Teamwork, which is an ingredient and also necessary for the smooth running  


of schools, would be grossly affected or rather compromised; and  


 Schools would become a place where colleagues settle scores instead of  


focusing on the task at hand, and unfair labour practice would be the norm. 
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Van Deventer and Kruger (2003:305) and Van der Westhuizen (1991:320) concur 


with the public school principals interviewed, whey they say that unresolved 


conflicts, despite being of low profile, might blow out of proportion and have a 


paralyzing effect on the way schools are supposed to be functioning.  Accordingly, 


the respondents felt that whatever tool was being used to resolve conflicts, the 


people involved in the conflict need to be reminded at all times about the vision and 


mission of the school.  In other words, they would need to be discouraged from 


pursuing personal gains or rather glory at the expense of the school. 


 


4.6 CONCLUSION 
 


The researcher found that public school principals had little or no comprehension of 


methods and strategies pertaining to conflict resolution.  Hence, the passionate 


plea to be given the necessary professional support by the Department of 


Education, to assist in eliminating some of the problems they do experience when 


resolving conflicts.  Moreover, it should be borne in mind that the methods and 


strategies to deal with all different kinds of conflicts have an effect on the 


functioning of the school.  Therefore, it is imperative that all public school principals 


be thoroughly trained and be prepared in the effective resolution of conflicts.  If not, 


it will not be feasible for them to lead and build strong and content teams. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 


CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 


The researcher investigated how public school principals in selected schools of the 


Mopani District in Limpopo Department of Education deal with conflict through the use of 


negotiation.  Public school principals, as representatives of the employer, have a 


responsibility to make sure that conflicts in school are dealt with in a manner that will be 


seen to be fair and just to all the people involved.  Negotiation is one such tool that can 


assist in settling conflicts in an even-handed manner if and only if it is applied correctly. 


 


The importance of good relationships amongst co-workers at both formal and informal 


level can deliver positive spin-offs for public schools.  As subordinates interact and mingle 


during tea times and at any given time they get, opportunities for them to share ideas on 


how best to cooperate to realize their set target objectives and goals are created.  Ideas 


that can have positive impacts on teaching and learning in schools are thrown around 


therefore public school principals should assist in nurturing these relationships of their 


subordinates by settling conflicts amongst them in a mutual benefiting way. 


 


The investigated methods and strategies (theories) of negotiation that public school 


principals used in handling internal conflicts of their subordinates in their respective 


schools were scrutinize.  Also problems that were perceived as hindering the effectiveness 


of the application were investigated.  Lastly, the study investigated the effects of 


neglecting the use of conflict resolution instruments. 


 


In Chapter one, the study raised the argument for the need by public school principals to 


have negotiation skills.  Also issues and questions that serve as the main reasons for 


carrying out the study were clarified. 


 


Chapter two looked at the concepts, negotiation and its theories and conflicts.  It provided 


also an in-depth meaning of conflict, and what value is negotiation to conflict resolution.  
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Finally, it presented also the common mistakes that usually accompany negotiation as it 


unfolds. 


 


Chapter three of the study explained in details how the study was conducted, that is who 


was involved, what instruments of data collection were followed, what kind of the study 


was followed and the procedural aspects followed on collecting data. 


 


Chapter four presented the findings of the research by public school principals in relation 


to the methods and strategies (theories), problems encountered and results of neglecting 


conflict resolution instruments in the application of negotiation. 


 


Given the critical issues raised above, the following recommendations are drawn: 


(a)  Public school principals, as Human Resources mangers, fall short of skills  


and knowledge required to resolve conflicts successful.  It is recommended  


that the Department of Education provide an in-service training for them on  


conflict managements; 


(b)  The non-participation of the parents component of the School Governing  


Bodies is a serious concern per se.  It is recommended that the Department  


of Education seek assistance from non-governmental organizations to  


capacitate both the public school principals and School Governing Bodies in  


their roles regarding the management and governance of public school; 


(c)  On the individualistic prerogative by the public school principals to exclude  


School Governing Bodies when resolving conflicts, it is recommended that a 


committee dealing with conflicts be set-up, which will be inclusive of all role players 


of the school; 


(d)  The conduct of some of the educators during negotiation is a cause for a  


concern.  In some instances, their actions bring the Department of Education  


into disrepute.  It is then recommended that negotiation experts be invited by  


the public school principals to conduct workshops for educators; and 


(e)  By law, School Governing Bodies are supposed to be playing an active role in the 


governance of schools, which is not happening right at the present time.  Future 
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research may look at what are the real reasons for excluding them when resolving 


conflicts in schools. 
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APPENDIX A 
 


SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTION 
 


1. How do you find resolving conflicts amongst your sub-ordinates to be like? 


2. Do you think, in the democratic dispensation, it is much better to handle conflicts  


than before? Why? 


3. What do you regard as the most appropriate way to resolve conflicts? 


4. Have you ever used negotiation as a tool to resolve conflicts in the work place? 


5. What negotiation approach is appropriate, Win-Win, Win-Lose or Lose-Lose, Why? 


6. What problem, if any, do you come across during the negotiation process? 


7. How is the respond of people in conflict after negotiation? 


 Do they shake hands and reconcile? 


 Do their relationships improve or deteriorate? 


8. Have you ever been provided with assistance and support to be an effective  


negotiator? 


9. Did, on your own, seek assistance on how best to apply negotiation skills? 


10.  Generally, comment on conflict resolution in your work place. 
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ABSTRACT 
 


The purpose of the research was to investigate how public school 


principals apply negotiation skills to resolve conflicts in schools.  


Semi-structured interviews were used for public school principals of 


Mopani District, in Limpopo Province Department of Education, to 


collect data.  The findings were consistent with the work of other 


researchers that found that only a handful of public school principals 


had undergone training to prepare them to be effective and efficient 


school managers.  Therefore, this study recommends that the 


Department of Education in Limpopo Province should provide in-


service training for these public school principals, so as to enhance 


their management and leadership abilities. 


 





